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1. Introduction
In [7,8] we studied optimization problems with stochastic dominance constraints
min{g>x : f (x, z(ω))i a(ω), x ∈ X} (i = 1, 2) (1)
where i, i = 1, 2, in the terminology of [12], denoting the usual stochastic order (i = 1) and the increasing convex order
(i = 2). Furthermore, f (x, z(ω)) are random variables arising from a stochastic programwithmixed-integer linear recourse,
and a(ω) is a random benchmark cost profile. Moreover, g>x is a linear objective and X a nonempty polyhedron possibly
involving integer requirements to components of x.
Compared with related work on dominance constrained stochastic programs, see [4–6,13], the specific feature of (1) lies
in the nature of f (x, z(ω)) as originating from a stochastic program with recourse, namely
f (x, z(ω)) := c>x+ Φ(z(ω)− Tx)
where
Φ(t) := min{q>y : Wy = t, y ∈ Zm¯+ × Rm
′
+ } for all t ∈ Rs.
This setting reflects the dynamics encountered in the two-stage random optimization problem
min{c>x+ q>y : Tx+Wy = z(ω), x ∈ X, y ∈ Zm¯+ × Rm
′
+ },
with the information constraint that x must be nonanticipative, i.e., has to be selected prior to observing z(ω). Traditional
stochastic programming, see [2,10,14,16], aims atminimizing statistical parameters of f (x, z(ω)) such as the expectation or a
weighted sum of the expectation and some riskmeasure. In contrast, the dominance constraint in (1) identifies ‘‘acceptable’’
instead of ‘‘best possible’’ x ∈ X , and the objective g>x is optimized over them.
In [7,8], we presented applications of themodel (1) to dispersed generation of electricity and heat aswell as in investment
planning for electricity generation. In dispersed generation, for instance, the model enables minimization of abrasion of
units subject to all economically and technologically feasible generation policies whose costs, in a stochastic sense, do not
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exceed a benchmark random profile. In terms of investment planning, (1) offers to minimize investment in unfavorable
(environmental, for instance) technologies subject to all economically feasible investment policies whose costs do not
exceed a stochastic benchmark.
A (real-valued) random variable X is said to be stochastically smaller (in first order) than a random variable Y (X1 Y)
iff Eh(X) ≤ Eh(Y) for all nondecreasing functions h for which both expectations exist. X is said to be stochastically smaller
than Y in increasing convex order (Xicx Y) iff Eh(X) ≤ Eh(Y) for all nondecreasing convex functions h for which both
expectations exist, see [12] for an introductory exposition on stochastic orders and stochastic dominance.
In the present paper, the accent is on the first-order model with i = 1 in (1) and on linear recourse, i.e., the optimization
problem behindΦ is a linear program such that
Φ(t) := min{q>y : Wy ≥ t, y ≥ 0}. (2)
To ensure thatΦ(t) is a well-defined real number for each t ∈ Rs we impose the following assumptions, see [2,10,14,16]:
(A1) (complete recourse) For each t ∈ Rs there exists a y ≥ 0 such thatWy ≥ t .
(A2) (dual feasibility) {u ∈ Rs : W>u ≤ q, u ≥ 0} 6= ∅.
In the present paper we assume finite probability spaces for the data z(ω) and the benchmark a(ω), and propose a
decomposition algorithm for (1) employing cutting planes. This algorithm enables a shortcut both over the more generally
valid algorithm in [8] and over application of general-purpose mixed-integer linear programming solvers such as [3].
2. Algorithm
Consider (1) with Φ given by (2) and z(ω), a(ω) following finite discrete probability distributions with realizations
zl, l = 1, . . . , L, and ak, k = 1, . . . , K , as well as probabilities pil, l = 1, . . . , L, and pk, k = 1, . . . , K , respectively.
For convenience we denote the probability measures induced by the random variables z(ω) and a(ω) on Rs and R byµ and
ν, respectively. Then the following is valid, see also [13] for a proof.
Lemma 2.1. For any fixed x ∈ X the following are equivalent
f (x, z)1 a
and
ν[a ≤ ak] ≤ µ[f (x, z) ≤ ak] for k = 1, . . . , K ,
where the shorthand notations a ≤ ak and f (x, z) ≤ ak refer to the sets {a ∈ R : a ≤ ak} and {z ∈ Rs : f (x, z) ≤ ak},
respectively.
By a well-known result from the literature (see,e.g., [12]), the relation f (x, z)1 a is equivalent to
ν[a ≤ η] ≤ µ[f (x, z) ≤ η] ∀η ∈ R.
In other words, f (x, z)1 a amounts to a continuum of probabilistic (or chance) constraints, bounding tail probabilities of
f (x, z). Lemma 2.1 confirms that, for a following a finite discrete distribution, the continuum reduces to a finite number.
Compared with traditional chance constraints arising in stochastic programming, see [2,10,14,16], those of Lemma 2.1 are
somewhat non-standard in that they involve the implicit f (x, z) rather than an explicitly given function.
The next lemma provides a characterization for f (x, z) ≤ η, η ∈ R.
Lemma 2.2. Let (δi, δio) ∈ Rs+1, i = 1, . . . , I , denote the vertices of
∆ = {(u, uo) ∈ Rs+1 : 0 ≤ u ≤ 1, 0 ≤ uo ≤ 1, W>u− quo ≤ 0}
with 1 ∈ Rs denoting the vector of all ones. Then
f (x, z) = c>x+ Φ(z − Tx) ≤ η
if and only if
(z − Tx)>δi + (c>x− η)δio ≤ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , I.
Proof. Since∆ is a nonempty and bounded polyhedron, it has vertices. By the definition ofΦ , the relation c>x+Φ(z−Tx) ≤
η is equivalent to claiming that the feasibility problem
min
y,τ ,τo
{
1>τ + τo : Wy+ τ ≥ z − Tx, c>x+ q>y− τo ≤ η, y ≥ 0, τ ≥ 0, τo ≥ 0
}
has optimal value zero. This problem is always solvable, and, by linear programming duality, its optimal value coincides
with the optimal value of
max
u,uo
{
(z − Tx)>u+ (c>x− η)uo : 0 ≤ u ≤ 1, 0 ≤ uo ≤ 1, W>u− quo ≤ 0
}
.
Since∆ is the constraint set of the above linear program, the proof is complete. 
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Proposition 2.3. Assume (A1), (A2), and that X is bounded. Let z(ω), a(ω) follow the mentioned finite discrete probability
distributions. Then there exists a constant M such that the dominance constrained stochastic program
min{g>x : f (x, z)1 a, x ∈ X} (3)
is equivalent to the mixed-integer linear program
min
{
g>x : (zl − Tx)>δi + (c>x− ak)δio ≤ Mθlk ∀l ∀k ∀i
L∑
l=1
pilθlk ≤ a¯k ∀k
x ∈ X, θlk ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∀k
 (4)
where a¯k := 1− ν[a ≤ ak], k = 1, . . . , K.
Proof. The constantM is selected such that
M > sup
{
(zl − Tx)>δi + (c>x− ak)δio : x ∈ X, l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, i ∈ {1, . . . , I}
}
.
The expression on the right is finite since bothX and∆ are bounded sets. Using Lemma2.1 andpassing to the complementary
event confirms that f (x, z)1 a is equivalent to
µ[f (x, z) > ak] ≤ 1− ν[a ≤ ak] =: a¯k for k = 1, . . . , K .
For any k ∈ {1, . . . , K} consider the sets:
S1 := {x ∈ X : µ[f (x, z) > ak] ≤ a¯k}
and
S2 := {x ∈ X : ∃ θl ∈ {0, 1} l = 1, . . . , L,
such that:
(zl − Tx)>δi + (c>x− ak)δio ≤ Mθl ∀i
L∑
l=1
pilθl ≤ a¯k
 .
The proof is completed by showing that these sets coincide. For S1 ⊆ S2 let x ∈ S1. Put θl = 1 if f (x, zl) > ak, and θl = 0,
otherwise. The definition of S1 then implies that
∑L
l=1 pilθl ≤ a¯k.
If θl = 1, then
(zl − Tx)>δi + (c>x− ak)δio ≤ Mθl ∀i
holds by the definition ofM. If θl = 0, then this relation is valid in view of Lemma 2.2. Hence, x ∈ S2.
For S2 ⊆ S1 let x ∈ S2, and consider the θl from the definition of S2. If θl = 0, then f (x, zl) ≤ ak by Lemma 2.2. Therefore,
{l ∈ {1, . . . , L} : f (x, zl) > ak} ⊆ {l ∈ {1, . . . , L} : θl = 1} .
This implies
µ[f (x, zl) > ak] ≤
L∑
l=1
pilθl ≤ a¯k.
Hence x ∈ S1, completing the proof. 
The representation (4) now gives rise to a cutting plane algorithm for solving (3). This algorithm progresses by
sequentially solving master problems
min
{
g>x : (zl − Tx)>δi + (c>x− ak)δio ≤ Mθlk (l, k, i) ∈ In
L∑
l=1
pilθlk ≤ a¯k ∀k
x ∈ X, θlk ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∀k
 (5)
where In ⊆ {(l, k, i) : ∀l ∀k ∀i}. Unless optimality has been reached, violated cuts
(zl − Tx)>δi + (c>x− ak)δio ≤ Mθlk (6)
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are added in each loop of the algorithm. These cuts are derived via optimal dual solutions to subproblems
min
y,τ ,τo
{
1>τ + τo : Wy+ τ ≥ zl − Tx
c>x+ q>y− τo ≤ ak
y ≥ 0, τ ≥ 0, τo ≥ 0
 . (7)
Algorithm 2.4.
Step 1 (Initialization):
Set n := 0 and In := ∅.
Step 2 (Master Problem):
Solve the current master problem (5), yielding an optimal solution (xn, θn).
Step 3 (Subproblems):
Solve, with x := xn, the subproblems (7) for all (l, k) such that θnlk = 0.
If all these subproblems have optimal value zero, then STOP, xn is optimal for (4).
If some of these subproblems, say for (l, k) ∈ J1n , have optimal value greater than zero, then the optimal solutions to
their duals yield a number of vertices (δi, δio), i ∈ J2n , of∆. The resulting cuts (6) with (l, k, i) ∈ Iˆn ⊆ J1n × J2n are added
to the master problem. Set n := n+ 1 and In+1 := In ∪ Iˆn; GOTO Step 2.
The following proposition states the correctness of this algorithm.
Proposition 2.5. Assume (A1), (A2), that the feasible set of (3) is nonempty, and that X is bounded. Then Algorithm 2.4
terminates with an optimal solution to (3) after a finite number of steps.
Proof. In view of the representation (4), problem (3) has an optimal solution. The same holds true for all master problems
arising in the course of the algorithm. Clearly, these master problems are relaxations to the original problem.
If the subproblems (7), with x = xn and (l.k) such that θnlk = 0, have optimal value zero then so have their duals, and thus
(xn, θn) satisfies (6) for all i = 1, . . . , I and all (l.k)with θnlk = 0. For the remaining (l.k)we have θnlk = 1 such that (6) holds
for all i = 1, . . . , I by the selection ofM. Therefore, (xn, θn) is feasible for (4). Since it is the optimal solution to a relaxation
to (4), it must be optimal to (4).
The algorithmmust terminate after finitelymany steps, since altogether there are only finitelymany cuts (6), and at least
one is added per loop. 
Algorithm 2.4 employs the idea of traditional Benders’ decomposition, or L-shaped method in stochastic programming
terms, see [1,2,10,14,16], that the original problem is approached by tighter and tighter relaxations, and that, out of a huge
variety of cuts
(zl − Tx)>δi + (c>x− ak)δio ≤ Mθlk ∀l ∀k ∀i
only those that are generated are needed for the progress of the method.
In [8], a decomposition algorithm for the more general situation with mixed-integer y ∈ Zm¯+ × Rm′+ was proposed. The
counterpart to (4) then reads
min
{
g>x : c>x+ q>ylk − ak ≤ Mθlk ∀l ∀k
Tx+Wylk ≥ zl ∀l ∀k
L∑
l=1
pilθlk ≤ a¯k ∀k
x ∈ X, ylk ∈ Zm¯+ × Rm
′
+ , θlk ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∀k
 . (8)
The lack of (strong) duality here prevents a shortcut using (strong) duality information. Rather, the optimization in ymust
be dealt with explicitly. Weak duality in terms of Lagrangean relaxation, however, enables a lower bounding procedure that
exploits decomposition into single-scenario subproblems, for details see [8].
Finally, we remark that in [15] a related cutting plane algorithm for solving the risk minimization problem
min {µ[f (x, z) > η] : x ∈ X} (η ∈ R fixed)
was developed. Rather than bounding from below a number of tail probabilitiesµ[f (x, z) ≤ ak], k = 1, . . . , K , an individual
tail probability µ[f (x, z) ≤ η] is maximized. The numerical approach in [15] bears some similarity with the present
paper: The optimization problem is reformulated by the help of suitable cuts exploiting the presence of linear recourse.
The reformulated problem is tackled by Benders’ decomposition, thus generating in the course of the algorithm only those
cuts needed for the progress of the method.
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Table 1
Dimensions of mixed-integer linear programming equivalents (investment planning).
K L General integer variables Boolean variables Continuous variables Constraints
10 100 4 1000 20001 10013
150 4 1500 30001 15013
300 4 3000 60001 30013
1000 4 10000 200001 100013
20 20 4 400 8001 4023
60 4 1200 24001 12023
80 4 1600 32001 16023
100 4 2000 40001 20023
Table 2
CPU times in seconds for investment planning instances.
K L ILOG CPLEX Algorithm2.4
10 100 18.57 0.66
150 35.35 1.26
300 185.96 3.62
1000 14731.08 57.34
20 20 17.56 1.29
60 153.50 2.28
80 1597.64 30.64
100 – 217.45
3. Computations
To illustrate performance gains of Algorithm 2.4 over general-purpose mixed-integer linear programming solvers such
as [3] we have performed computational tests with an application model from [8] and an academic testproblem from [7].
With the latter, we have also run comparisons with the more generally valid decomposition method proposed in [8] suited
for the counterpart model (8) with mixed-integer linear recourse.
The applicationmodel from [8] is a two-stage investment planning problem for electricity generation under uncertainty,
inspired by amulti-stagemodel introduced in [11]. In the first stage, (integer) decisions on capacity expansions for different
generation technologies with budget constraints and supply guarantee are made under uncertainty of power demand. The
second stage concerns the minimization of production costs for electricity under the constraints that electricity demand is
met and the available capacity is not exceeded. Here, the decision variables are continuous. The random variable f (x, z(ω))
arises as the minimum of the costs incurred by the investment decisions in the first stage and the production plans in
the second. With the random benchmark a(ω), the constraint f (x, z(ω))1 a(ω), x ∈ X singles out those investment
policies x that are economically feasible and lead to costs f (x, z(ω)) which are stochastically smaller than the benchmark.
The dominance constrained stochastic program (1) is completed by the objective function g>x reflecting the capacity
expansion of a pre-designated technology, possibly a particularly hazardous one in ecological terms. With discrete demand
scenarios zl, l = 1, . . . , L, and benchmark scenarios ak, k = 1, . . . , K , this model allows a representation (4) according to
Proposition 2.3. Furthermore, following (8), see also [8], this model can be represented as the mixed-integer linear program
min
{
g>x : c>x+ q>ylk − ak ≤ Mθlk ∀l ∀k
Tx+Wylk ≥ zl ∀l ∀k
L∑
l=1
pilθlk ≤ a¯k ∀k
x ∈ X, ylk ≥ 0, θlk ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∀k
 . (9)
Table 1 displays the dimensions of (9) for test instances with different numbers K of benchmark and L of demand
scenarios. Table 2 reports computing time comparisons between the general-purpose solver ILOG CPLEX [3] and our cutting
plane decomposition method on a Linux PC with a 3.2 GHz pentium processor and 2 GB ram. While the general-purpose
solver comes to its limit for K = 20, L = 100 (abortion after 24 h with a gap of 0.14%), the decomposition method solves all
instances to optimality within a few seconds or minutes, respectively.
To create more demanding test instances for Algorithm 2.4 we consider a somewhat academic group of test problems
derived from Sudoku puzzling, see also [7]. Sudoku is a logic game, which is played over a 9 × 9 grid, canonically divided
into nine 3× 3 sub grids. It begins with some of the grid cells already filled with numbers. The task of a Sudoku player is to
fill the remaining empty cells with numbers between 1 and 9 (one number only in each cell), such that each number occurs
exactly once in each row, each column and each of the nine sub blocks. The Sudoku rules can easily be represented with 729
Boolean variables and a system of linear inequalities (cf. [9]).
A two-stage random optimization problem now comes up in the following way: The entries on the main diagonal are
chosen as first stage decisions. A scenario is formed by a single Sudoku puzzle with a small number of prescribed entries
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Table 3
Dimensions of mixed-integer linear programming equivalents (Sudoku puzzling).
K L Boolean variables Continuous variables Constraints
10 20 200 145801 81411
50 500 364501 203511
100 1000 729001 407011
200 2000 1458001 814011
300 3000 2187001 1221011
500 5000 3645001 2035011
Table 4
CPU times in seconds for Sudoku instances.
K L ILOG CPLEX Algorithm 2.4 Decomposition [8]
10 20 217.24 40.85 187.47
50 1658.21 153.70 728.79
100 6624.46 303.68 2281.94
200 29570.15 731.51 5378.27
300 63861.25 954.19 9668.09
500 – 1665.75 13324.63
and the property that a solution with joint elements on the main diagonal exists. The random variable f (x, z(ω)) arises as
the minimum of the sum of the elements on the secondary diagonal (north-east to south-west) over all feasible Sudokus.
To obtain a dominance constrained model (1), the objective g>x is taken as the sum of the elements on the main
diagonal. With a benchmark a(ω), the constraint f (x, z(ω))1 a(ω), x ∈ X models those first-stage decisions x leading
to minimal sums f (x, z(ω)) along the secondary diagonal that are stochastically smaller than a(ω). With finite discrete data
and benchmark distributions, the dominance constrained stochastic program can be represented in the form of (8). In our
computations, we relax integrality in the representation of the Sudoku rules, thus arriving at models of the types (4) and (9).
Table 3 shows dimensions of the mixed-integer linear programming equivalents (9) for the Sudoku-inspired test
instances. Table 4 reports our computational results with ILOG CPLEX, Algorithm 2.4, and the decomposition algorithm
from [8], respectively. The latter has beendesigned for themore generalmodel (8). It employs branch-and-bound in the spirit
of global optimization, with lower bounding by Lagrangean relaxation and upper bounding by tailored feasibility heuristics.
Both in lower and in upper bounding, decomposition into single-scenario subproblems is achieved with this algorithm.
The computations confirm what one would expect: The decomposition method from [8] is faster than ILOG CPLEX, and
Algorithm 2.4 is faster than both. For the instance with K = 10, L = 500, ILOG CPLEX ran out of memory. As a general
observation for all test instances let us add that ILOG CPLEX found an optimal solution relatively early, although always
after Algorithm 2.4 had already terminated with verified optimality. ILOG CPLEX then spent the essential amount of time
with verifying optimality by improving the lower bound.
Algorithm 2.4 is faster than the decomposition from [8] since it exploits crucially the absence of integer requirements in
the second stage. Moreover, Algorithm 2.4 avoids the calculation of upper bounds while, within the decomposition from [8],
a more or less powerful heuristics is employed to this end.
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